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3 Claims. ((31.273-62) 
While golf balls have been made in a wide va- The core 1 may be manufactured‘ in any suit- , 

riety of ways, the ball in use today generally able'and convenient manner and as shown it. 
comprises a nucleus or center of hard or soft comprises a loaded center 2 enclosed in an en 
construction about' which is wound vulcanized velope or jacket of relatively soft rubber compos 

5' rubber thread under tension which is ?nally en- sition 3 which in turn is surrounded by windings 60 
closed in a cover marked externally. I-vIereto- 4 of vulcanized rubber thread applied under ten 
fore the covers have been made in various ways, sion as well understood in the art. Any icon 
but generally they employ a composition whose struction of thread wound center may be em-. 
chief ingredient is balataor gutta percha or like ployed, a soft or plastic core'of the mobile type 

10 materials either alone or admixed and also either being preferred by some manufacturers. The 65 
compounded or uncompounded with small quan- thread winding -may be omitted,.however, for 
tities of other materials. Some, manufacturers some types of. inexpensive balls, such'as are used , 
vulcanize the covers more or less super?cially, for practice purposes. ' ' '_ ' 

and some manufacturers do not. To the con- The core 1, however it may have been manu- I 
15 ?icting demands of professionals and duifers factured, isthen, according to the present inven- 70 

these old covers have, not been entirely satis- tion, enclosed in layers 5 and 6 of a composition 
factory. . hereinafter to be described. These layers 5 and 
The present invention aims to provide a new ~6 may be applied to the center 1 in any suitable 

and improved ball having greater distance and and convenient manner but the layer 5 is prefer 
20 durability, i.e., more especially resistance to cut- ably died or molded in hemispherical halves, in the '75 

ting, and which has the desired “click”, and is form shown in Fig. 2, and‘ these are assembled 
“snappy”, 01f the club, pleasing alike to excel- about the vulcanized thread wound center 1. 
lent and mediocre players, ‘a desideratum long The layer 6 is preferably died out in halves, of the 
sought in the art. And it also aims to provide an incised form illustrated in Fig. 3 of the drawing, 

25 improved process for manufacturing the article, each half being then tucked into the respective 80 
With the preferred embodiment in mind and halves 7 and 8 of the mold illustrated in Fig. 4 

without intention to limit the scope more than is after which the center 1 with the assembled halves 
required by the prior art, the‘i'nvention brie?y of the layer 5 is introduced into the mold cavity 
stated consists in a cover for golf balls having The mold, of course, is suitably shapedvas indi 

30 ‘an inner layer next to the thread winding which cated diagrammatically at 9 to impart the desired '85 
cushions or yields under impact with a club and con?guration or “marking” to the exterior of the 
which more quickly regains its form after leav- ball.v ' ' - 

ing the club than as heretofore constructed, and The mold is then closed v911161 subjected to a . 
an outer layer of less yielding or ‘cushioning ma- suitable, heat treatment depending 01’ course upon . 

I 35 teriaL one of the manypossible ways of- ac_ the ingredients in the composition of the layers 90 
complishing the objects of the invention is to 5 and 6 in order to impress upon the exterior of ~ 
employ more rubber in the composition of the the ball the desired con?guration or marking 
inner layer than in the outer layer. _ and also as well in order to effect a thorough 
An embodiment of the invention is illustrated compacting and consolidation of the layers 5 and 

40 in the accompanying drawing in which: 6 into a practically integral one-piece cover. -Of 95 
Fig. 1 shows a section through the center of a course, as well understood in the art, the molding 

?nished ball. ' heat treatment should not-detrimentally affect 
' Fig. 2 shows a section through the resilient ma- the previously vulcanized thread windings; if the 
terial forming an inner layer of the cover, before Core 1 being Covered is 0f the type in_ Which they 

4'5- it is applied to the ball. are present. - - _ 100 
Fig. 3 shows a sheet of a hard material form- Following this molding heat treatment the ?ash ' 

ing an outer layer of the cover of the ball before 01‘ Over?ow is removed and bu?ed- If a Vulcaniz 
it is applied to the ball. ing composition has been employed in the cover 

Fig. 4 is a section through a mold containing stocks, the ball may then be vulcanized by suitable 
50 the wound center and cover of the golf ban in vulcanizing treatment. With the particular cover 105 

molded form. _ stocks later herein mentioned, it is preferred to 
Fig. 5 is a perspective view showing a'layer of _ subject the ball to a prolonged sulphur chloride 

the resilient material and a layer of the covering vapor cure to super?cially vulcanize its exterior, 
material which'may be employed as an alterna- But vulcanization of the previously-molded ball 

5 tive procedure. I or of the ball while in the mold is optional. Some 1" 



2, 
manufacturers prefer not to vulcanize the covers 

_ at all. 
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After the ball has been thus ?nished, it is ?nally’ 
- painted a desired color, and this may be donein 
any manner well known in the‘ art. 
While the layers 5 and 6 of the cover may be of 

any suitable thickness, in the ball illustrated the 
layer 5 is of a thickness of approximately .13 
inches at the'time of application to the center 
and the layer 6 of a thickness of .025'inches, at 
least-when the compositions are of the formula 
hereinafter given. It-is to be understood, how 

‘ ever, thatthese thicknesses may be varied with 
more or less advantage without departing from 
the principles of the invention, and depending of 
course in large measure upon the particular in 
gredients employed. _ - 

While the composition of the layers 5 and 6 may 
be widely varied, it has been found satisfactory 
to employ for the layer 5-the following composi 
tion: , ' - - “ 

Balata ' 6 

Rubber ‘ -_ . . . ' 6 

Zing sn'ln'hide ' I , 75 

Magnesium cai"bonate____'_v ____________ _____ . 5 

and for the layer 6 the following composition: 
Parts 

Balata_ __ 10 

‘Rubber __ ‘ _____ __ _ 2 ,_ 

Zinc .sulnhide ' __ ‘ _ . 7 5 

Magnesium carbonate _________________ __ .5 

In the above‘formula it will be noticed that, the 
same ingredients are employed and that the inner 
layer 5 contains about the sameproportions of 

' balata and rubber whereas the outer layer 6 con 
tains about ?ve times vas, much balata as rubber. 
These formula areegiven merely for the purpose 
of illustration as-there'are obviously many other ’ 

‘ compositions , and proportions of ingredients 
which might be employed with more or less ad 
vantage in attainingthe objects of the {present 
invention. For instance the soft or cushioning 
character desired in the inner layer 5 may be 
attained by using only rubber which is capable of 
-'regainin'g its form or. a less or greater proportion 
of rubber to balata than given in the above 
formula. For example also the outer layer may 
be entirely of balata without any rubber in its 
makeup. - Instead of the ingredients zinc sulphide 
and magnesium carbonate which yield a relatively 

‘ ~ white stock desirable beneath the paint, any other 
55 

60 

suitable ?lling and compounding ingredients may 
be employed. 

Generally therefore while theabove formula! of 
the composition of the inner and outer layers 5 
and 6 are preferred, not only because they enable 
the objects of the invention to be achieved but also 
because the relatively great thickness of the inner 

, layer and thejproportions of rubber and ba’lata 

65 

"10 

make it less expensive than compositions employ 
ing a higher ratio of balata to rubber, it is to be 
understood that these formula: are merely°illus 
trativ'e and that any other ingredients which-will 

_ yield the desired qualities in the ?nished'ball-may 
be employed; and also that the thicknesses of ‘the 
layers constituting the‘cover may be varied. 

In its‘ broad aspects the invention comprehends 
the use of any material in any proportion and‘ 
in any thicknesses of ‘ layers, or strata which will 
yield, in the finished. .ball, an inner“ layer or 
stratum having a'greater capacity'to yield under 
impact of a club than the outer layer. _ For man 
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_. the ?ash line. 

- W 

ufacturing purposes, the outer'layer, which zis 
stiffer than the inner layer, should be of such 
composition that it will readily take in the mold‘ 
the desired configuration or. marking under time 
temperature conditions, which will not impair the 80 
elasticity, of the tension thread wound core from 
which core, as is well understood in the art, the 
resilience and form regaining capacity ofgolf ball 
is in large part derived. ‘For manufacture also 
the outer layer desirably should be of a compo-_ 85 . 
sition readily trimmed and buffed preliminary 
to painting; also it should be still’ or less de-‘Q 
formable to a degree such that it will not wrinkle 
o’r crease under impact from a club as wrinkling 
or creasing under such impact will sooner or 90' 
later cause the paint to ?ake off. On the other 
hand the inner layer is most desirably made of ' 
a composition which will cushion or yield under 
impact, and to this end it is preferred to incor 
porate the material‘ in the cover of the finished 95 
ball under little or no tension. The inner yield 
,ing jlayer of‘ composition better enables the ball 
to recover its shape because the hard wound core, 
made up of wound thread, becomes ?attened‘at 

itself to its oi‘iginal shape, and in doing soil; is 
- retarded if the cover next to it is dead and hard, 
' whereas with the soft inner cover the thread core ' 
is enabled to recover its original shape 'more 
readily. , From tests on ?nished balls made ac- 105 N 
cording to the present invention it has been 
.found, however, that the ingredients in the pro-1v ‘ 
portions given in the above formula: and em 
ployed in stock of the‘above stated thicknesses 
have yielded satisfactory results. ' ‘ 

While in the foregoing particular reference has ' 
been made, to balata ‘and rubber as preferred in 
gredients, it is to be understood that in lieu of 
balata, other non-caoutchouc vulcanizable gums,‘ 

_ the time of the drii?e and endeavors to readjust 100 

110' 

such as gutta percha, pontianic, maybe employed 115 
either alone or in admixture with’each other or 
with balata. And in the. claims the term "non 
caoutchouc vulcanizable gum” isqused to com 
prehend such materials or their substitutes in 
contradiction to rubber, or caoutchouc. \ ' 
A golf ball constructed according to the pres 

vent invention has been found to-possess greater > 
resistance to cutting than heretofore made, to - 
have'the desired “click” and “snappy feel of the 

120 

clu ” so much desired by professionals. It also 1.25 
vseems to give a somewhat greater distance, and 
it may be manufactured with: less/material cost 
than heretofore owing to the greater amount of 
less expensive rubber in its cover. It lends itself 

prior technique and permits of the necessary. dis 
tinctness and permanency of the external color , 
of the ball.‘ “ P - ~ - 

In lieu hof the particular Pmess °f assembling 135' 
the layers 5 and 6 onkthe centpr 1, other pro 
cedures may be followed such as illustrated in 
Fig.“ 50f the drawing, in which a disk of the in- - 
dner stock is superimposed upon a disk of the outer, 
stock of slightly larger dimensions 50) that the, 
two assembled , disks "when J introduced into each 
half of a‘mold about the core 1 complete the 
assemblage of the parts without undue-waste at‘ 

2' Having thus described my invention, what I 
claim and desire to protect by LettersJPatent is: 

1. A golf ball having a core wound with vul- 
canized rubber thread under tension, and a com 
position cover containing non-caoutchouc vul 

. to manufacture without great departure from 130 

145 

canizable gum and caoutchouc composition in two l I 
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strata the innermost of which is more yielding 
than the voutermost. v ‘ _ . . 

2. A golf ball having a core wound with vul-F 
- canized rubber thread under tension, and a vul 
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canized composition cover containing balata and ' 
'rubbercomposition in'two strata, the innermost L 
of which is more yielding than theoutermost. 
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3 
' 3. A golifabail having cover containing balata 
and rubber in two integral molded layers, the in 
ner of which contains approximately equal pro- ' 
portions of balata and rubber and the outer of 
which contains‘ less rubber than balata. 

ROBERT F. SMITH. 


